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Public Space permit for 3224 16th Street NW

Resolved, that ANC1D advises the Public Space Committee to approve an application for a widened 
circular driveway at 3224 16th Street Northwest, in front of a building that currently houses the Creative 
Minds International Public Charter School.

Why: The location currently has a circular driveway, with entrance and exit on 16th Street. This driveway 
is a principal location for the dropoff and pickup of students attending this school. A previous school 
occupying these premises used the alley off Park Road for dropoff and pickup, an arrangement that caused 
substantial problems for pedestrians and traffic, as drivers emerged from poor-visibility alleys across a 
sidewalk and out onto Lamont Street. The driveway dropoff and pickup location is much safer than that 
arrangement, eliminating any entering or exiting across a sidewalk with poor visibility.

A problem of leaking gas, and consequent excavation to uncover the leak, led to the widening of the 
existing driveway. The wider driveway facilitates parent dropoff and pickup of young students at the school, 
increasing the space available for stopped cars, and minimizing any automobile stopping on 16th Street, or 
across the 16th Street sidewalk, waiting for parent cars to move.

The wider driveway meets the criteria specified by DCMR 24, 100.1 for the use of public space. 
Specifically:

(1) The proposed use, which is no different from the current use, will not endanger the public.

(2) The proposed use, by allowing more space for cars off the road and the sidewalk, will reduce any 
interference with pedestrian and vehicular traffic;

(3) The property owner is currently permitted to occupy the space between the building line and the 
sidewalk, and this modification to the driveway will not increase the area of public space being used by the 
owner.

It should be noted that this wider driveway will not be used for vehicle parking.

The proposed use will not, in the judgment of this commission, adversely affect the public interest.

Passed by 5 to 0 vote  at the legally noticed, public meeting of ANC1D on February 19, 2013, 
with a quorum present. Voting “yes”:  Commissioners Hoey, McKay, Terrell, Greiner, 
Romero-Latin. A quorum for this commission is three; five commissioners were present. 
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